across:
1 a way to prepare for death in sweden
4 embodied archive
6 a supremest non-entity that seeks to
determine value of creativity (2 words)
7 a state of not
8 a way to glide or escape
9 somewhere to be indoctrinated or economic status
11 generally accepted or enforced tales of the
past told by oppressors
15 an invention used to steal inventions and
capitalize on them (2 words)
16 a generally accepted enemy of human
supremest/anthropocentric ways of being
19 play with these not me
21 one of the principle ways we acquire hold
and digest information according to Toni
Morrison
down:
1 formerly do not pass point around prisons,
currently professional due dates
2 all i got to do (4 words)
3 vibrations and frequencies for moving,
transformation, information and
communication
5 a root of all evil
9 a state of being in an imperialist world
10 form of middle management
12 a writing tool formed in water
13 a large body with bodies in it
14 a way to share and protect information by
giving from and keeping it in bodies
17 the whitest form of communication
18 push back against colonized time
20 one who exists, invents, cooks, escapes,
cares for kin, and relates to the land despite
capture and brutal conditions imposed via
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